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MS Gold launches the HyBagⓇMS TopFoam Power: an innovative packaging
and application solution for MS TopFoam Power.

The HyBag® and MS TopFoam Power form a game changing combination in farm hygiene management.
At the IPPE the innovative HyBagⓇ will be presented to the american market. Visit booth B4919 to find
out more. Watch the HyBag in action: https://youtu.be/5SqWunATgFo

Always spray a perfect foam layer
The foam lance for the HyBag® is customised for MS TopFoam Power and will generate a perfect foam
layer every time.

Foam from every position and angle

The HyBag® will continue to dose the right amount of product to create foam from every angle of use,
even when it is used upside down. To help you to clean those hard to reach areas.

Foam till the last drop

During operation a vacuum is created in the HyBag® , the design ensures even the last drop of product
can be used from the bag. The HyBag® reduces waste when compared to traditional jugs for optimal use
of MS TopFoam Power.
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Clean 3000 square feet with one HyBag®

The combination of the HyBag® with the optimised foam lance and MS TopFoam power, a highly
concentrated foam cleaner, provides enough foam to cover an area of 3000 square feet with a perfect
foam layer.

Low water usage

Using a detergent when cleaning saves water compared to cleaning only with high pressure.

Quickly and easily attach a new HyBag®

Simply grab a new bag and attach it directly to the foam lance. Eliminates the risks associated with refills
from a jug.

Safe, no risk of direct contact with chemicals

You can quickly and safely connect a HyBag® to the foam lance, without any risk of coming into direct
contact with the pure product.

Ergonomic, no more heavy lifting

A single HyBag® weighs only 2.5 pounds and the compact package is ergonomic in use. There is no more
heavy lifting without jugs.

Dispose empty bags in the plastic trash

Simply dispose of the empty bags in the plastic trash. You no longer need to use your storage area for
empty jugs.


